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Archives NZ Wellington Reference: ABWN W5817 24474 Box 11

Item 1: Written by Arthur Whitehead dated 07 December 1843
The Survey of the Hutt according to Mr Brees’s instructions. I have endeavoured to lay
the survey of the new Hutt Road on the old plan, but from the evident error existing in its
construction, am unable to do so. To these several errors I would direct the attention of
the Principal Surveyor. The only part of the old Survey that is proved to be correct is the
commencement of it, extending as far as the east and west line separating Mr Barton’s
from Mr Swainson’s section. Here the just and by far the most extensive error presents
itself. The River in the old plans is made the division between Mr Swainson’s and Dr
Dorset, and tho’ it lies on the plan as a boundary it must have been only sketched in, for
the survey of it bears no resemblance to the device that appears on the plan in its place.
The consequence is that Mr Swainson instead of having 100 acres has little more than
sixty; and it seems difficult to know to remedy the evil.
The next error is found at Mr Boulcott’s section, where the River is laid down very
erroneously, the error may be seen on comparing the old plan with the new surveys. The
last error that is worthy of notice is that which relates to the main line, and therefore most
materially affects the whole of the plan. The Main Line is laid down as straight for a
considerable distance up the valley, as far as Child’s section; the bearing of it being 37º
10´ East of North; but after passing the length of Mr Swainson’s section, it begins to run
more to the North, so that at Mr Mason’s section the real line on the ground tends about
34º 30´ East by North, causing an error of 4 chains. This error is all the more to be
regretted, as the back line of section runs in a parallel to the Main line, so that to put the
map into proper order, so that none shall have more than their 100 acres, the whole plan
must be attend. I subjoin a diagram explanatory of this error.
From this it appears that to present the sections exceeding 100 acres the Black line must
be attend, and so attend that it may be parallel to the Main line, which angles 2 to 3 times
more, before it reaches the head of the valley.

Map on the right: Part of “Sketch of the Country Districts in the vicinity of Port Nicholson” by the Survey
Office, Wellington, dated 04 Jan 1843 and printed by Smith, Elder & Co. Cornhill, London 02 October
1843. Areas shaded in pink denote Government Reserves.
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Item 2: Written by Henry Stokes Tiffen 02 January 1844
Harbour District Country Section No.22
This section was surveyed subject to the approval of Mr Jackson; a plan of the section with Mr
Jackson’s signature affixed is in the Office but owing to its having no title affixed to it, it was not known
for what purpose it was made.
Harbour District Country Section No.33
A copy of the Section was obtained from Mr Park – no other Office map of it exists to the best of my
belief.

Part of “Sketch of the Country Districts in the vicinity of Port Nicholson” by the Survey Office, Wellington,
dated 04 Jan 1843 and printed by Smith, Elder & Co. Cornhill, London 02 October 1843 showing
Harbour District Country Sections on the east side of Wellington Harbour. Areas shaded in pink denote
Government Reserves.
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Item No.3 Written by Arthur Whitehead 08 January 1844
The Boundaries of Mr Molesworth’s section in the Hutt district. On cutting the Back line of Sections, as
shown on the annexed plan from D to A I proceeded to give Mr Molesworth his side line from A to B,
having measured up the 50 chains from D, as shewn on the selection Plan. On cutting into the Mane
line at B I found that I was 75 links from the Stake which had been laid down as the boundary of the
Section and from which Mr Compton’s fence had been set off. I found by my Survey that there was a
difference of 60 links between the length as thereon on the Selection Plan from C to G, and the
admeasurement on the ground. The old Stake was quite correct with regard to its distance from the
poing G, Mr Swainson’s stake, while the whole of the error of 60 links was thrown from H to C.
I was at a loss to know how to arrange this boundary for I did not consider it just that all the error of 60
links should be thrown on the side. Knowing that Mr Park had been employed by Mr Molesworth and Mr
Riddiford, when the exchange of property took place between them, I went to him, and requested to see
the Plan he then made and which was considered at the time, as a final settlement of the Boundaries.
This plan proves my assertion to be mainly correct relative to the 60 links of error with this exception that
Mr Park makes the error to be 50 links.
To set this difference at left, it was proposed by Mr Park on behalf of Mr Riddiford, that the full measure
of 25 Chains from the centre of the road at C should be taken, as shewn on the Selection plan; but this
was opposed on account of its tending to alter the positions of the stakes further up the Valley. By Mr
Park’s Plan, Mr Riddiford agrees to take 24.50 as the frontage of his section to the Main line taking in
half the Road from C to D to make up that quantity. Under these circumstances Mr Riddiford’s fence
was drawn back to K L, instead of running from F to E as shewn on the Selection plan, and likewise…
Mr Molesworth’s boundary was drawn back to H.M. the whole of the error having been thrown unto Mr
Riddiford’s Section.
In laying off Mr Molesworth’s side line from the Back line, I measured the full 50 Chains, according to the
Selection plan, to the point A whereas to make the survey to correspond to the Boundaries agreed upon
when the exchange of property took place, the stake I put in at A, must be drawn back 50 links to M. Mr
Compton’s fence adjoining the Road at the New Bridge.
The width of the Public Road at the new Bridge is much lessened by Mr Compton having encroached on
it. To determine the exact number of feet that Mr Compton has taken off the Road is difficuly as the line
is obliterated, and consequently, the original line of sight destroyed. To the best of my knowledge Mr
Compton has encroached 25 feet, so that it will be requisite to throw his fence back that distance.

Map on the right: Part of “Sketch of the Country Districts in the vicinity of Port Nicholson” by the Survey
Office, Wellington, dated 04 Jan 1843 and printed by Smith, Elder & Co. Cornhill, London 02 October
1843. Areas shaded in pink denote Government Reserves.
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Item No.4: Written by Arthur Whitehead 07 September 1844
Valley of the Orongo Rongo. Mr George Hunter has this day directed that the several orders of choice,
as written on the original plan of the district, shall stand for the five sections chosen for him by Mr St Hill
in the valley of the Orongo Rongo. The numbers of the sections, and the corresponding orders of choice
are as follows:No. of Section
1
2
3
4
5

Order of Choice
679
364
678
594
879

Item No.5: Written by Andrew Wylie September 1844
Memoir on the Hutt Road.
[1] The Gorges.
The nearly level character of the Hutt Road is first broken by the ascent of the range which forms the
Northern boundary of the Lower Valley – From the land and alluvial deposit which characterize the soil
of the upper portion of the valley to the sandy clay of the hills the change is as immediate as the change
of slope. On this account in one respect the road thro’ the one into the other remains unchanged in
character – the admixture of sand in the one allowing the water freely to percolate – and in the other the
species of clay and the slope – render both equally dry. But in every other respect the change is
immediate and striking – the narrowness of the road – the slope more striking from the abruptness of the
change – and the character of the country into which the road now enters – all differ much from the road
below.
Ascent of First Gorge
The cut road is between 4 and 5 ft broad and to the summit of the hill is rather more than ½ a mile in
length – For the purposes for which the road was intended this part is amply sufficient – (a remark which
applies equally to the whole extent) – and when the necessity arises for an extension of these uses it
admits of being reduced in the slope and widened at a very moderate expense.
With respect to the former of these improvements a “forma facie” observation of the section as it
presents itself to the … by merely walking over the ground suggests its partial accomplishment by
means of equalizing the slope as it exists.
The points in the road at which this will require to be done are at the bridges and embankments. As
these were originally made – from a … of economy – the slopes were not reduced to one uniform
gradient – and from a belief further that the action of the water below those bridges would in course of
time lower the surface of the road passing over them and thus create a necessity for a supply of ballast
at some future time – which supply we argued would most economically be obtained from the surface of
the road immediately above and below the bridge to be raised – In this way at a minimum expense by
labor the slope from bridge to bridge may be reduced to an uniform one.
To reduce the gradient of the whole line it may only be remarked that the range slopes towards the river
and that therefore a summit sufficiently lower than the present can be obtained.
The expense however which would attend an alteration so extensive as this would necessarily be – an
alteration which supposes a very considerable producing and confirming community – and a mercantile
competition which looks into the minute details of transport – a maximum effect with a minimum
expenditure – in short an alteration which would anticipate the future wants of the Colony at the … of its
immediate wants – would be more profitably expended in making a new road by the foot of the range
and by the bank of the river into Stokes Valley.
Widening the present road in the state in which we have supposed it improved may be accomplished to
the extent of 3 ft at about 5s per chain. From the summit to the side cutting leading into Stokes’ Valley a
moderate sum expended in leveling the surface and taking out the stumps would make a good road.
The timber is principally towai of small size and young rimu sup… renders the expense of taking out the
stumps which remain comparatively trifling.
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In general the best possible line has been followed – between intermediate point at small distances in
this line the gradient has been sacrificed to economy. In order to avoid side cutting a departure has
been made from the line of uniform slope to a harsh and rugged section – but this is not a false
economy – and we may lay down this as a result – sufficiently well ascertained by experiment that
where it is unexpedient to follow a portion of a line in which intensive side cutting is required – or looks
more extensive than the average expenditure intrusted to the discretion of the overseer will warrant.
Once a choice is offered of adopting another line of objectionable gradient – but sufficiently good for the
immediate purposes of the road – which dispenses with the necessity of side cutting by all means adopt
the latter and save all the trees from the axe in the other – which must be ultimately adopted until the
necessity arises for improvement and which will bring the funds requisite to do the works properly along
with it.
This seems paradoxical until it is stated that half the labor that is required to take out a stump by the
roots will take out a tree of the same size on the side of a hill.
Descent into Stokes Valley
The most objectionable part of the whole road is the descend into Stokes’ Valley – In its present state it
is inly suited for the very immediate purposes of the road – And it has this objection which I believe is
peculiar to itself – among all the other portions of the road viz – that it does not admit of being improved.
It perhaps is a blunder but fortunately a cheap one – and one that sprung out of good intentions.
The future surveyor will have his choice of three lines to improve this descent. 1st – and cheapest – He
may follow the present road down the hill – adopt as much of the side cutting as his sense of propriety in
gradients will allow him to do – then we.. down at his own gradient – which will lead him round the rocky
bluff of a gulley – into the gulley itself – round into Stokes Valley by the other side of Gulley and in to the
road a couple of chains from the foot of the hill – But if he dislike sharp turns he may choose either of
the following – 2. From the last point at which the present road rests on the summit of the ridge he may
turn of to the right weaving down the hill – and reaching Stokes Valley at the same point with the present
road – 3. From the same point he may turn to the left and reach Stokes Valley by the Gulley alluded to
in 1. Both of these lines will cost about £3 per chain - and with a gradient of 1 in 10 may be nearly 25
chains in length.
Mettle of excellent quality for the road thro’ Stokes Valley may be obtained near the bridge over the
Stokes Valley stream and of the same character as that which is on the bridge.
The stream is flooded and the land in its N. side inundated from the Hutt. In heavy floods the N. end of
the bridge is under water and the road beyond to the foot of the hill 9 inches under water. The bridge
should be raised as both ends and the beams placed horizontally. The part of the road referred to raised
and ballasted to the extent of 12 or 14 inches. This part is about 2 chains in length.
Ascent of the second gorge
The ascent of the second gorge is more uniform than the first and does not therefore admit of so
extensive alterations. The side cutting does not as in the first Gorge extend to the top of the hill but to a
point at which the natural slope of the range renders it available for the road. The natural slope in our
descent favours us similarly. The side cutting is light on both sides and the whole expense of the road
as it is made over this hill did not exceed £40.
In the first Gorge the road follows a range (a spur of the boundary range) – in the second it crosses one.
The advantage which this gives to the latter in allowing within certain limits a free choice of a gradient is
practically defined and limited by the nature of the ground and the range after falling very gently for
some miles towards the Hutt abruptly stops and forms a bank for the river almost precipitous.
Economical reasons will therefore always limit this free choice and even in the case we before supposed
of a traffic so extensive, and so regulated that it could afford to make a new road by the foot of the hill in
the first Gorge entirely out of its savings from an increased power of traction on a level road – its
progress of improvement would stop none. The expense of continuing such a road by the foot of the 2nd
Gorge would be immensely disproportionate and this first expense would not be the greatest. To keep it
clear of obstructions – to remove the land slips – to supply the ravages made by every flood would
require a still greater fund.
A continuation of such a road which would be in character with the improved road behind and at the
same time within the bounds of possible expenditure would start from the point where the present road
commences – with a gentle rise – attain the fist precipice somewhere before the present road and road
keep nearly on the same level until the last precipice is passed – and then descends into the valley of
the Upper Hutt. By substituting a line of slight side cutting – for the present line of natural slope a cheap
and great improvement will be made on the present road.
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[2] The Upper Hutt
The Upper Hutt differs widely in its character from the Lower Hutt - The conformation of the ground –
The character of the timber – the regularity and well defined line of demarcation between different
species of timber – the absence of sand in the soil – and the absence of underwood – prove a different
country. This difference is in some way connected either as cause or effect with irrigation. The several
branches of the river in the Lower Valley are connected with the main river and with one another by
innumerable small cross branches – these in time of flood cover the surface of the country and produce
probably some of these distinctive…
In the Upper Hutt the river confines itself to its banks
– and such in time of floods the proportion of the
surface of the ground covered is small to the whole
extent. To the absence of these two influences the
Upper Hutt will be indebted for many years to a
superior road to that of the Lower Hutt.
But the feature that will always remain most
prominently the distinguishing one in the Upper Hutt
and one which cannot be omitted in speaking of the
General Economy of roads is the terrace
conformation of its surface. At some future time
when the ground has been cleared of its timber the
eye of the spectator will take in at one view a
sucession of gulleries issuing one above the other
receding in parallel curves until the last one is lost in
the hills. This picture will commence… near the N.
bluff boundary of Dr Evans swamp and… near the
Fern hills – including consequently a large
proportion of the level ground – many single
terraces both before and behind will relieve this
series as these terraces are uniformly covered with
Tawai are uniformly highest at the edge – and fall
away to the foot of the next terrace or hill where the
ground is lowest – are uniformly swampy and
covered with its symbol toi toi altho’ intersected with
numerous deep gullies – which serve no purpose of
natural drainage – the swamp in many cases
continuing so within three feet of a gulley 10 or 15
feet lower than itself – this swamp as may be
expected covering a good alluvial soil – resting on a
peculiar species of pipe clay. In walking across the
valley from the foot of the hills on the east side to
the river after descending the last of the terraces the
traveler will instantly find himself out of Tawai into
Rimu and Mai generally – continuing his route he
will as suddenly find himself entering a Tawa forest
– and as he proceeds he will successively cross the
well defined boundaries of totara and the river “miscellaneous bush” after finding the same succession
in several cross lines – and laying these points as we have done in the sketch on the opposite page – at
the points d – it requires little imagination to connect these points and we obtain the series of belts as
they are designated in the sketch – To apply this to road economy if we suppose the expense of making
a road through Tawai to be 1 the Tawa will be 1.5, Rimu and Mai 3.5, Totara 3, Manuka or Kowai 0.75.
This table will be found to agree very nearly with my estimates.
However in Terrace Tawai drains may require to be cut – and in Totara innumerable watercourses may
be encountered which will affect the above ratio.
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Stumping
The average breadth of the road in the Upper Hutt is from 25 to 33 feet – of this breadth 8ft is prepared
by stumping and clearing for the roadway – and the logs merely moved to one side thro’ the remainder –
this narrow path of prepared roadway does not follow the middle of the cut line – but from the principle
of least labor on which it was determined follows probably a waving course. I am enabled to say with
tolerable certainty that where it becomes necessary it may be stumped through its whole extent at the
rate of 1/s per Chain (This offer was made) – At present however it is sufficiently wide – it is obvious that
any expense which would have made it wider or fitted it for more extensive uses that the part of the road
behind which leads over the gorges – as it would have served no purpose – would have been a waste of
money – However as it cannot be doubted that the spirit of improvement or of change as the case may
be will not attempt any alteration in the present route through the Upper Hutt more labor has been
bestowed upon this part – so that with the exception of stumping the line is prepared to be converted
into a road nearly ½ a chain wide.
Stumping and Ballast
No difficulty will be experienced in obtaining mettle at convenient distances – at any part of the road –
Between the foot of the Gorge and Taine’s bridge is the only part at which ballasting will require to be
laid thicker than is required to secure the common objects of ballasting – this part /c 11 chains is liable
to be flooded in heavy freshes. The mettle here may be obtained from the foot of the Gorge – or by
removing a foot of soil from near the bridge - an abundance of river shingle may be obtained.
While the road follows the back line of Sections – it may be
remarked that the cut line of the survey is on the river side of the
road. In this line there are two places on which the water settles
after heavy rains – First about 20 chains after crossing No.1 – and
Second – about 10 chains from the near end of the “Silver
Stream” detour towards No.3.
At No.3 also there is a watercourse dry throughout the whole year
except for 4 or 6 hours after the heaviest rains when a large body
of water is carried down its course with the utmost velocity –
beams should be laid across this course to receive the ballast –
and to permit an unobstructed course to the water throughout the
whole course of the road through the back lines ballasting of clay
or of clay and gravel – or of pure shingle nearly of the proper
ballasting size may be conveniently obtained.
From the “Angle” until the Totara is entered – the surface of the
road is very uneven – water in several places in the black birch
part (see sketch) rests in holes after heavy rains – and throughout
the whole of this part – the ballasting would require to be laid
more plentifully on. From the Maori Garden to the top of the side
cutting which completes
Estimate 2 the only observation that is necessary is that the
drains on the upper side of the road should be deepened and a
sufficient covered cross drain be executed. Little remains to be
said for the remaining two miles – the road keeps on a “tawai
terrace” crosses a swamp – which and the expense attending
might have been avoided by skirting the edge of the terrace and
the road… the mile instead of ½ a mile long – as will be inferred
from our sketch of the terrace conformation – rises upon a low flat
spur – (Separated from the isolated hill by a small gulley) out of
Tawai into Hinau, Rimu &c and dry land – descends gradually and
with the natural slope into the Tawai Terrace swamp – crosses
several gullies by bridges sufficient for a highly improved road –
descends from this Terrace into another of similar character which
it crosses towards the river to avoid a deep gulley – crosses the
gulley by the side of the river has a passage cut thro’ the back
passes for 12 or 15 chains nearly parallel with the river through its
“Miscellaneous bush” – then lastly commences to ascend the
Mungaroa Gorge – the road being in many cases hewed out of immense boulders of rock – and finishes
amid gravelly clay on the summit of this Gorge within a few chains of the Mungaroa River – the works
connected with the Mungaroa bridge had been commenced and had proceeded to a considerable extent
when they were abruptly stopt by instructions from the principal surveyor.
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The bridge as designed was to be 10ft above the surface of the water a platform sufficiently high for this
object to be imbedded in the solid rock and protected by beams placed diagonally to the direct action of
the stream similarly imbedded in the rock – its natural formation assisting such a design – These beds
are completed on this side of the river – and partially executed on the other.
Wellington, September 1844. A. Wylie.
N.B. The road is surveyed and stakes left at the stations.

Item No.6: Written by Arthur Whitehead 08 October 1844
District of the Hutt.
On proceeding to stake out the East Boundary of Section No.12 in this district I found that the point had
been previously defined and still remained on the ground. The Selection plan shews this boundary as
running off at a point distant 260 links from the junction of the main line of Road on the Eastern side of it,
whereas it had been set off 230 links from this point, but as the boundary fence had been erected, I did
not think fit to alter it. Arthur Whitehead, Assistant Surveyor, New Zealand Company, Wellington,
th
October 8 , 1844.

Part of “Sketch of the Country Districts in the vicinity of Port Nicholson”
by the Survey Office, Wellington, dated 04 Jan 1843 and
printed by Smith, Elder & Co. Cornhill, London 02 October 1843.
Areas shaded in pink denote Government Reserves.
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